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FUEL CELLS 
 
 What are fuel cells? 

 Why fuel cells? 

 How do they work? 

 Where do you use them? 
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What are fuel cells (Principle)Why is the technique interesting (Advantages)How do they work (Different Types)Where do you use them (Application)



INVENTION OF THE FUEL CELL 
 
 Based on electrolysis 

 Inventor: W.R. Grove or C.F. Schönbein? 

 

Water + Energy Hydrogen + Oxygen 

electrolysis 

fuel cell 

FUEL CELL HISTORY 
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At the beginning of 1800 Anthony Carlisle & William Nicholson found that when running current through water it splits up the water molecules and produces hydrogen and oxygen. This is called electrolyzation. Out of this came the idea that it should be possible to produce current and water by letting hydrogen and oxygen react. But how?Two scientists published the same year, C.F. Schönbein and W.R.Grove. Grove called it the ”gas voltaic battery” and is the one who got most recognition. Later on Grove published again in Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 1843 and described his experiment were Tubes with either hydrogen or oxygen immersed in sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and connected with platinum wires to a voltmeter. Observed that the water decomposed and current was drawn.Grove realized that the reaction was dependent on the surface area of the platinum and Schönbein realized that there was a chemical reaction that drove the current and not only molecules that got close to each other. The term “fuel cell” was coined later in 1889 by Ludwig Mond and Charles Langer, who attempted to build the first practical device (prototype) using air and industrial coal gas. (www.corrosion-doctors.org)The fuel cell reaction is the backwards reaction of electrolysis.Hydrogen and oxygen reacts and produces water and energy (current + heat). 



PRINCIPLE FUEL CELL 
 
…over 50 years later 

FUEL CELL HISTORY 
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Presented 55 years from then the first experiments were published when Ostwald figured out what was going on between the electrodes, electrolytes and membrane. The example shown is for hydrogen as fuel and oxygen as oxidant. Water is produced at the anode. Hydrogen molecule is split into ions and electrons. Electrons travel through external circuit from the anode to the cathode and can be connected to a load. Hydrogen ions travel through electrolyte from anode to cathode. Oxygen molecules, electrons and hydrogen ions meet at the cathode electrode surface and react to form water and heat. It is important that no electrons can travel through the electrolyte. This presentation will later on show examples of different types of fuel cells:The Electrolyte can consist of either liquid or solid material and determines the type of fuel cell. Depending on the electrolyte, either negative ions are transported from cathode to anode or positive ions are transported from anode to cathode. Neg. Ions => water production at the anodePos. Ions => water production at the cathodeAnodreaktion: Oxidation och elektronavgivningKatodreaktion: Reduktion och elektronupptagningTotalreaktion: Redox-reaktion (2H2+O2 => 2H2O)As you can see the fuel (H2) is directly converted to electricity (e-) and therefore this technique is very efficient. We produce electricity without production of for instance CO2



FUEL CELL STACK 
 
 Minimum resistance 

 Cooling 

 Mechanical robustness 

 Low weight 

 Low cost  
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One single cell generates about 1 volt and about 1W/cm2. That is rarely enough for practical purposes. Therefore several cells are connected in series to increase the voltage. This is called a stack. There is a lot of research done to develop a stack with minimum resistance and possible need of cooling, mechanical robustness, total light weight, low cost etc.For most applications the DC current generated from the fuel cell must be converted to AC. The fuel cell on the picture is a …So why put effort into developing and building fuel cells? – Next slides… Advantages of Fuel Cells and in perspective to other technologies.



FUEL CELLS COMPARED TO Li-ION BATTERIES 
 
SIMILARITIES 
 Environmentally friendly 

 No moving parts 

 Many applications needs both techniques 

 

DIFFERENCES 
 Fuel cell electrodes does not take part in the reaction 

 Fuel cells needs to be fed with fuel 

 Fuel cells alone cannot store energy 

 

 

 

ENERGY CONTENT 
 Hydrogen  1 kg => 10 km 

 Battery  1 kg =>   1 km 

 

COST 
 Fuel Cells  $42/GJ 

 Li-ion batteries  $14/GJ 
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The difference between fuel cells and batteries are a number of things. During the production of energy the fuel cell components such as electrodes and membranes do not take part in the actual chemical reaction, unlike batteries where for instance Li is the charger-carrier that is in the cathode and anode. Therefore the fuel cell alone cannot be used for energy storage, like a battery can. For energy storage you need to add a hydrogen tank as the fuel cell needs to constantly be fed with fuel to produce energy. A system with an electrolyzer, hydrogen storage and fuel cells does provide a reliable long term back-up system compared to charged batteries which loose capacity with time by just being stored.None of the techniques alone have moving parts which implies no noise, vibration and less maintenance. In many applications such as for vehicles both techniques will be needed. Both incorporated in the same system but also because they cover different areas of vehicle applications. The estimation of energy content and costs are for today and are expected to change drastically in the future. Hydrogen has a lot higher energy content but the fuel cell system is more expensive. Reference: G.J. Offer et al., Energy Policy 38 (2010) 24-29Extra thoughts:Infrastructure for charging batteries are closer to reality than hydrogen gas stations in the future. The costs for both techniques depends on commodity materials. The main cost for fuel cells are mainly due to assembly costs but there is still work going on to lower the material cost for membrane and Pt-content.The cost for hydrogen in the future is hard to estimate because it depends a lot on which kind of production that will dominate and which kind of tax that the governments will add to the price. Electricity costs might also change in the future to fill up the gap of tax-losses for gasoline/diesel. The commodity materials needed for Li-ion batteries, such as Li, are mostly found in China which can cause an insecure market. 



FUEL CELLS IN GENERAL 
 
 No moving parts 

 No vibration  

 Less maintenance 

 No noice 

 No/Less exhaust  (depending on fuel) 

 High electric efficiency 

 Wide area of applications 
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In a fuel cell there is no moving parts to create vibrations. With no vibrations there will be less need for maintenance and also no noise.The exhaust from the fuel cell is generally water and excess of fuel/oxidant. If it is run on hydrogen and oxygen it is therefore environmentally friendly. Other fuels such as hydrocarbon will generate CO2 exhaust but to much less extent compared to a combustion engine.The fuel is directly converted to electricity and is therefore more electrically efficient compared to combustion of fuel.The properties of a fuel cell are highly dependent on the electrolyte. It gives a range in efficiency, operating temperature, start-up time, cost, weight etc. which leads to a variety of applications.



FUEL CELL APPLICATIONS  
– TODAY AND TOMORROW 
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The picture shows the variety of applications in correlation with the operative power range. For very small power units there is research going on about fuel cells using glucose and oxygen from blood to give power to heart devices.Portable units such as tablets, cellphones and computers can run on fuel cells or be re-charged by fuel cells. For instance direct methanol fuel cells. Trucks can get back-up power from auxiliary power units (APUs) based on fuel cells to obtain power in the truck cabin when the diesel engine is shut off. Power back-up can be provided for military areas, hospitals, telecom mast, homes which are connected to unreliable power grids.Vehicles such as fork lifts, cars or buses can be powered by fuel cells too, which contribute to the environmental goals of decreasing CO2 outputs.Submarine projects have been present since the 1980sResearch today focuses a lot on industrial and commercial co-generation grids where not only the electricity but also heat from fuel cells are utilized. Distributed power generation is another interesting area where fuel cells in combination with wind mills, and electrolysers offer an environmentally friendly power system. 



POWER EFFICIENCY FOR FUEL CELLS 

 

EFFICIENCY 

Electrical 

 

Combined Heat & Power (CHP) 

35-60% 

85-90% 
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Fuel is directly turned into electricity and is therefore very efficient compared to combustion of fuel. Co-generation or combined heat and power (CHP) is the use of a heat engine or power station to simultaneously generate electricity and useful heat.According to the U.S. Department of Energy, fuel cells are generally between 40–60% energy efficient. In combined heat and power (CHP) systems, the heat produced by the fuel cell is captured and put to use, increasing the efficiency of the system to up to 85–90%.



 
EFFICIENCY 

Low Heating Value 
LVH (%) 

High Heating Value 
HHV (%) 

Electrical 39.0 35.2 
Heat recovery 56.0 50.6 
Overall 95.0 85.8 
Power generation output: 200-750 W 

EXAMPLE COGENERATION SYSTEM 
ENE-FARM house models 
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Tokyo Gas has developed a residential fuel cell system using co-generation technique called ENE-FARM. It was launched on the Japanese market in May 2009. In June 2013 they had sold more than 20,000 units. It produces hot water and electricity from city gas (natural gas) with high energy efficiency and less CO2 emissions. The technique is based on a PEM fuel cell and reformer.In 2014 they launched their new model developed for use in apartments. INFO for house modelsPower generation output – 200-750WElectric efficiency (HHV/LHV) – 35.2/39.0 %Heat recovery efficency (HHV/LHV)– 50.6/56.0%Overall efficiency (HHV/LHV) – 85.8/95.0%Tank capacity – 147LWind resistant performance – 15 m/secSeismic performance – 0.4 G compliantwww.tokyo-gas.co.jp/techno/stp1/00h1_e.html – THEY DO NOT APPROVE OUR USE OF THEIR PICTURES/FIGURES(Heating Value explains the heat released after combustion of a specified amount of fuel. LOW Heating Value means that the energy to vaporize water is subtracted form the total Heating Value, while HIGH Heating Value assumes that all the water after combustion is in liquid form.)



SPACE RACE 
 
 
 
 
 
Production of electricity and drinking water 
 
 Gemini space program 

Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell (PEFC) 
 
 Apollo Space program 

Alkaline Fuel Cells (AFC) 
 
 
 

What is NASA up to right now? 
http://www.nasa.gov/topics/technology/hydrogen/ 

Image credit: NASA/MSFC 

FUEL CELL HISTORY 
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Fuel cells were initially seen as an attractive power source because the efficiencies of other technologies were very poor. However, the efficiency of other technologies rapidly passed fuel cells and the interest decreased. As for many technologies, the space research played a major role for the development and practical use. For fuel cells it started with the “space race” during the 50s and the 60s and today NASA for instance are still pushing different fuel cell technologies forward.Two of the fuel cell technologies developed for space applications are mentioned here but most fuel cell technologies are or have been developed with the same aim… space.Copyright rules:http://www.nasa.gov/audience/formedia/features/MP_Photo_Guidelines.html



ALKALINE FUEL CELL – AFC 

PURE OXYGEN, O2 

EXESS O2 + HEAT 

H2 

EXESS H2 + H2O 

OH- 

POTASSIUM  
HYDROXIDE, KOH 
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Elektrolyte: Alkaline - potassium hydroxide (KOH). The OH- is the charge-carrying ion.Fuel: PURE HydrogenOxidant: PURE oxygen. Oxygen needs to be pure to not contaminate the electrolyte with CO2 which could turn KOH into K2CO3.Catalyst: Nickel (Cheap)Power output: Up to 20 kWOperating Temperature: Low temp. Well below 90C (23C)Electrical efficiency 60% / CHP 80%Anode reaction (oxidation): 2H2 + 4OH- => 4H2O + 4e-Cathode reaction (reduction): O2 + 2H2O + 4e- => 4OH-



ALKALINE FUEL CELL – AFC 

 

 Most cost efficient fuel cell 

 Electrolyte easily poisoned by CO2  

 

Niche transportation applications 

 Space 

 Submarines 

 Boats 

 Forklifts 

 Trucks 
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Challenges: Sensitive to CO2 and CO – need pure fuel and oxidantLiquid electrolyte which means extra difficulties for design and mounting



PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE FUEL CELL  
- PEMFC 

PURE OXYGEN, O2 

EXESS O2 + H2O + HEA  

H2 

EXESS H2 

H+ 

COMPLEX 
POLYMER 

MEMBRANE 
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More common name today is Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC)The cell is built up by; Bipolar plates, gas diffusion layer and membrane electrode assembly (MEA) with catalyst. Electrolyte: Solid electrolyte (polymer ion exchange membrane), Charge carrying ion H+. Developed due to the invention of teflon.Fuel: HydrogenOxidant: Oxygen (Air)Common Catalyst: PlatinaPower output: Up to 250 kWOperating Temperature: temp. Up to 100°C Electrical efficiency 40-60% / CHP … %. Higher values when using pure hydrogen.Anode reaction (oxidation): H2(g) => 2H+ + 2e-Cathode reaction (reduction): 0,5 O2(g) + 2H+ + 2e- => H2O (l)



Bipolar plate 

Gas diffusion layer 

Catalyst layer 

Polymer Essembly Membrane 

ANODE CATHODE 

  
H2O 

e- e- 

H2 

 
 

H+ O2 

PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE FUEL CELL  
- PEMFC 
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Bipolar plates- The part between two cells where gas is let in and electrons are transported through to the next cell. Commonly made of stainless steel or carbon with a specific pattern to evenly distribute the gas over the whole area. Gives mechanical structure to the whole stack. Work as anode on one side and cathode on the other side, hence ”bipolar”. Gas diffusion layer – to access the fuel uniformly over the electrode. Porous carbon layer.Catalyst layer – to promote the reactions at anode and cathode. Commonly Platinum particles immersed in carbon matrix. Can have different platina concentration through the depth.Membrane – To prevent everything but the H+ to travel across from anode to cathode. Electrons are forced to move via the external circuit and oxygen cannot reach the anode. Teflon-based polymer layer. Needs to be hydrated to be conductive. Part of the water produced at the cathode is used e.g. Limited to lower temperatures where the water does not evaporate.It could need a cooling system which is integrated with the bipolarplate.



PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE FUEL CELL  
- PEMFC 
 

 Low operating temperature up to 100°C 

 Solid electrolyte - high electric efficiency 

 

 Expensive Platina catalyst and membrane 

Pure H2  

 

 

 

 

Most common for transportation & portable electronics. 

 

 

ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY (%) 

PEM Fuel Cell 40-60 

Internal Combustion Engine for a Car 25 
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According to the U.S. Department of Energy, fuel cells are generally between 40–60% energy efficient. This is higher than some other systems for energy generation. For example, the typical internal combustion engine of a car is about 25% energy efficient. Advantages:Solid membrane – makes it easier for handling and assembly.Low temperature – fast start-upTolerant to CO2 – can use air as oxidant.Challenges:Sensitive to particles such as sulphur and CO at the anode – needs pure hydrogen fuel.Water is used for humidification of membrane and therefore it can not run at temperatures above 100 C.The membrane and platina is expensive material even though they have managed to lower the amount of platina.



FUEL CELL VEHICLES ON THE ROAD  
- COMMONLY PEMFC 
 
 

FUEL CELL HISTORY 
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2008 Honda begins to lease out the FCX Clarity Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle2013 Huyndai starts mass production of fuel cell vehicle ix352015 Toyota starts mass production of fuel cell vehicles BUSAberdeen City Council have invested in both buses and vans, along with two hydrogen refuelling stations that also produce hydrogen from electrolysis on site. The city's economy is mostly dependent on fossil fuels and they are keen to ensure there is long term demand for the expertise from those industries through for example renewable energy and hydrogen. FORKLIFT…The introduction of fuel cells into vehicle-industry helps push the development forward as it is an industry that demands high performance, high security, high power density, etc…A combination of many demands on performance and high volume production (low cost). Note: Invention 1838 and first commercial use in the 1960s, 120 years later. First car during 2000, 160 years later. 



FUEL CELL COST 
 
 

Source: US Department of Energy, Fuel Cell system Cost 2013 

MAJOR COSTS:  
Beginning of 2000 - Fuel cell material 
Today - Assembly and testing 
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Figure description: “Modeled cost of an 80-kWnet PEM fuel cell system based on projection to high-volume manufacturing (500,000 units/year). Reported values from prior year cost estimates were adjusted to account for the higher platinum price, the realigned compressor and expander efficiencies, and the Q/ΔT requirement introduced in 2013.“www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/14012_fuel_cell_system_cost_2013.pdfReport from 2014 is soon to be publishedAccording to DOE the goal is to reach a high-volume cost of 40$ / kW in year 2020. This is expected to initiate fuel cell commercialization and to enable fuel cells to be competitive. The ultimate cost target however is still set for 30$ / kW.From the 2012 report it was shown that the main cost used to be material cost for the fuel cell stack but nowadays (from about 2008) it is the assembly costs in factory that is the major contribution of the total cost. As more manufacturers start producing fuel cell cars the assembly process can be further developed. 



RESEARCH ABOUT FUEL CELLS 

Source: www.scopus.com 120926 
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… and research about fuel cells has not lost its momentum. On the contrary it has exploded during 21st century. 



OTHER FUEL OPTIONS THAN H2 
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For some applications Hydrogen might not be the best choice as fuel. It can be difficult to store or other fuels are already available or more suitable. * Biomimetic fuel cells use Glucose from the blood* Direct Methanol uses Methanol* Proton Exchange Membrane can with the use of a converter use Diesel (Trucks/Recreational Vehicles) - APU* High temperature fuel cells use biogas as fuelALL TYPES NEED THE FUEL TO BREAK DOWN AND RELEASE ELECTRONS AND CHARGE CARRIERS (IONS)



SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELL - SOFC 

O2 (Air) 

EXESS O2 

HYDROCARBON FUEL 

e.g. C14H30 or CH4 + H2O 

O2- 

SOLID OXIDE 
ELECTROLYTE 

YTTRIA-
STABILIZED 

ZIRCONIA, YSZ 

EXCESS FUEL 

CO, CO2 H2O + Heat 
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The fuel can be hydrogen but it is more common to use natural gas or heavier hydrocarbon fuels. These must be reformed to break down to hydrogen. This can be done via an external reformer, internal (indirect) reformer (within the fuel cell), or without reformer (direct internal) meaning that the high heat at the anode is enough to break down the fuel at the anode site. �Using hydrocarbon fuel means that the fuel cell does not only let out water exhaust but also CO and/or CO2. However, the amount compared to an combustion engine is much lower. The anode and cathode are commonly also oxide ceramics, meaning porous material. Elektrolyte: Solid ceramic material (YSZ, Yttria stabilized Zirconia), Charge carrying ion O(2-).Fuel: Hydrogen, natural gas, hydrocarbon fuelsOxidant: Oxygen (Air)Common Catalyst: …Power output: Up to 200 kWOperating Temperature: temp. Upp to 1000°C Electrical efficiency 45-60% / CHP 90 %.Anode reaction (oxidation): H2(g) => 2H+ + 2e-Cathode reaction (reduction): 0,5 O2(g) + 2H+ + 2e- => H2O (l)The electron current is still going from anode to cathode



SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELL – SOFC - EXAMPLES 
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Since the whole cell is made of solid material there are many different options for cell and stack design. The cell configuration can get mechanical support from either anode, electrolyte, or cathode, as well as from external substrates or interconnected components. The stack design are often segmented cell-in-series and can take the form of tubular, monilithic or planar designAnode – Porous and electrically conductive. Commonly a cermet (ceramic/metall) which is a mix of Nickel and YSZ (yttria stabilized zirconia)Electrolyte – Conduct oxygen ions but no electrons. Higher temperatures promote the ion transportation. Common material is YSZCathode - Porous and electrically conductive. Commonly a Lanthanum Strontium Manganite (LSM) which is compatible with the YSZ with similar thermal expansion coefficient. REF: N.Q.Minh, Solid Oxide Fuel Cell technology – Features and applications, Solid state ionics 174 (20004) 271-277



SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELL - SOFC 

 

 Solid electrolyte, variety of fuels 

 Long start-up time  

 

PILOT SCALE 

 On-site power generator  

 Integrated with traditional electrical power plant 
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SOFC is interesting technology as on-site power generators or to be integrated with traditional electrical power plants. Combine with gas turbine or steam turbine power systems for instance. Large-scale, utility-based SOFC power generation systems have reached pilot-scale demonstration stages in the US, Europe, and Japan.Ref: A. Choudhury, H. Chandra, A Arora, Application of solid oxide fuel cell technology for power generation – A review, Renewable and sustainable energy reviews, 20 (2013) 430-442Advantages:For manufacturing it is easier to handle solid materials than liquid.No noble metal catalystsWith the high operating temperature of 600-1000°C it can reform natural gas and handle a wide range of hydrocarbon fuels. Challenges:Somewhat sensitive to sulphurStill under developmentDue to high operating temperature the fuel cell needs a relatively long start-up time and is limited in some applications (for portable use for example). There is research going on to lower the temperature and open up for a wider area of applications within portable and transport but also to shorten the start-up time and costs. 



SUMMARY FUEL CELLS 
 
 
 Broad application area 

 
 Manufacturing costs - economic challenge 

 
 Research exploded 160 years after invention 
 

 
 
 

FUEL CELL HISTORY 
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